The usual large psychiatric scientific meeting with its numerous papers, catering to many very different levels of sophistication, and its limited, inhibited and controlled discussion, does not lend itself to the maximal, free, energetic exchange of ideas between sophisticated peers. The need for intimate scientific meetings geared to the uninhibited exchange of ideas was appreciated by at least several young scientists as possibly contributing something to contemporary psychiatry (1) , and at the very least, much to an ongoing mutual education. The older scientific dining clubs or the small learned societies of nineteenth century Europe presented themselves .as one possible model.
In the context of such sentiment, a meeting on the psychoanalytic, psychodynamic, sociological and milieu aspects of the tranquillizing drugs was organized The meeting was organized on the model of encouraging maximal discussion, so rarely possible at large formal meetings, by balanced committees, or panels of experts (1) . Work papers introduced the topic being studied. Principles from group therapy were used to select strong chairmen and balanced committees with different viewpoints. Other experts in the general field, but not necessarily in the specific area being discussed, and restricted in number, were guests free to participate in the discussion from the floor.
VII
This format was so successful that the members of this first conference voted to hold a second one, deciding on the topic at a spontaneous business meeting. Thus began the present tradition of what has become a restricted membership scientific research society. The membership is interdisciplinary -basically psychiatric, with the eclectic, the organically minded, the psychoanalytic, and psychoanalytically-oriented, being well represented, as well as social scientists (sociologists, anthropologists), nurses, social workers, psychologists, occupational therapists, group workers, pharmacologists, physiologists and endocrinologists.
Listed below are the meetings held to date and the publications that have emerged from them. This society has, so far, contributed meaningfully and in the auant-garde of contemporary psychiatric thought and research.
McGill University Department of Psychiatry, the host for the first Conference, and its Chairman, Professor Robert A. Cleghorn, take great pleasure in having been the hosts and organizers of this, the Eighth Annual Meeting. 
Other Publications
The Dynamics of Psychiatric Therapy. Edited by G. J. Sarwer-Foner, M.D.: Springfield, Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1960, p.624 .
Research Conference on the Therapeutic Community: Edited by Herman C. B. Denber, MD.: Springfield, Ill., Charles C. Thomas, 1960, p. 265 . L'auteur relate ici l'origine de cette societe de recherche cornmunement designee par l'appellation de "Group-Without-a-Name". Elle est nee d'un besoin reconnu de tenir des reunions fermees d'experts qui se rencontreraient dans le but de permettre un echange d'idees, Cette reunion s'avera un tel succes qu'elle fut Ie depart de reunions annuelles subsequences groupant des chercheurs de multiples disciplines, toutes reliees a la recherche scientifique psychiarrique, La formule table-ronde, avec des specialistes presentant leurs communications, suivies d'echanges de vues et de discussion entre participants et audience, est toujours tres reussie au sein de chaque comite specifique ou un sujet particulier fait l'objet de la recherche.
